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One of the advanced structural systems that have been applied in tall buildings to improve the building strength 
during quake loads is the outrigger system. Most of the previous researches interested to study the behavior of steel 
outrigger truss system, although the hard connection between the concrete and steel members may give us the 
inaccurate output. For that, This research aims to find the best structural concrete outrigger system by performing a 
comparison between two structural outrigger systems, the wall beam outrigger system, and the vierendeel outrigger 
system which makes the building facing strong actual earthquakes. All the models were analyzed in the advanced 
Midas-Gen software program and the building response was studied under El-Centro time history earthquake load. 
And also, finding the best outrigger position through the building height when the outrigger is applied in one and two 
stories. This comparison is built on different parameters as storey drift, storey drift ratio, and the base storey overturn-
ing moment. The results showed that a one-storey wall beam structural system is better than two stories vierendeel 
structural system when these systems are applied as an outrigger system. The best position for one storey outrigger 
is about 0.45 of the total building height and for the two stories outrigger, the 0.20 and 0.45 of the total building height 
are the best positions. Overall, the concrete outrigger systems are an effective structural system to make the tall 
buildings facing the earthquake loads.
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INTRODUCTION

The development of structural systems to withstand un-
expected earthquake loads is the basic important study 
in Egypt today. That is because of the rapid spread of 
new cities as the administrative capital and the City of Al-
amein which are characterized as monumental construc-
tion projects with high residential and touristic towers. 
Although Egypt is classified as a low seismic region, it 
had seen devastating earthquakes throughout its history. 
Through the last century, Egypt had seen five destructive 
earthquakes, which caused a collapse in the facilities 
and loss of lives. Especially, in October 1992, Egypt had 
seen a devastating earthquake that reached 5.6 Rich-
ter. Since that time, Egypt had paid attention to develop 
earthquake Egyptian codes for calculating earthquake 
Loads and also dividing Egypt into regions according to 
the seismic strength. For that, the chosen structural sys-
tem must be able to increase the stiffness and strength 
of the structures to resist the earthquake loads. That in-
creasing the challenges to develop the existing construc-
tion systems of the tall buildings to be suitable for many 
conditions, such as seismically, soil characteristics, and 
quake loads intensity, [1].
The tall buildings resist the earthquake loads as a canti-
lever action because the inner core and perimeter frame 
are uncoupled. The outrigger is an earthquake resisting 
system that is tied the perimeter columns to the inside 
core walls to behave as one system in resisting the 
earthquake loads [2]. The structural outrigger system 
improves the sidelong stiffness of the tall buildings and 

increases their resistance during earthquakes. When the 
earthquake loads affect the structure, the perimeter col-
umns reduce the moment on the core by the outriggers 
through tension in the facing earthquake columns and 
compressed the opposite columns, [3]. The loads trans-
ferring from the core to exterior columns by two method 
techniques or in other meaning, there are two types of 
outrigger system according to load transfer which these 
are Conventional and Virtual systems [4], [5]. The Con-
ventional system type means that the earthquake mo-
ment transfers from internal core walls to the external 
building columns directly by the stiff outrigger arms. But 
the virtual system type depends on double inflexible floor 
diaphragms to transfer the earthquake moment from the 
core to external building columns, [6]. The earthquake 
moment transferred as a couple of horizontal moments 
from the core to the double inflexible floors and converted 
by the outrigger to vertical forces at the border columns. 
The outrigger system could be applied in one or double 
and triple stories through the tallness of the structure. 
The outrigger system differs also in the material which 
could be steel or reinforced concrete [7], [8], [9].
Most of the previous researches had interested to find the 
best position of the outrigger system in the tall building 
when applying them as steel bracing [V and X] sections 
and as a concrete deep beam under the elastic limit of 
static and dynamic loads. The authors in [10] interested 
to study the theory of the outrigger to decrease the drift 
and improve the sidelong stiffness of tall buildings under 
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the quake loads effect. This theory was built on a deep 
beam connected between the internal core and exterior 
columns to make the wall and columns worked together 
by generating a tension force in the facing earthquake 
columns and compression in the opposite columns. 
They hadn't studied only the behavior of the outrigger 
system, but also finding the best location of one storey 
outrigger system and the other with two stories outrig-
ger system. For that, 3D models with different positions 
of outrigger were analyzed in the ETAB program under 
dynamic and static lateral loads to study the response of 
all models in the X and Y direction. All the results were 
plotted on graphs between the studied parameters and 
the floor number. They found that the best position of one 
storey outrigger level is about 0.47H and about 0.333H 
and 0.667H are the best positions when used two stories 
outrigger system, [2]. In [11] the authors interested to in-
crease the stiffness of RC slender tall buildings to resist 
lateral loads. For that, they studied four different heights 
of buildings 30, 40, 50, and 60 with the central core 
under lateral loads to identify their stiffness and funda-
mental period time. One storey and two stories outrigger 
truss system which connected between the central core 
and external columns had been used to improve the stiff-
ness. They also changed the outrigger position through 
the height of all models. All models were analyzed in an 
ETAB program under wind loads and linear static and 
dynamic earthquake loads besides permanent loads ac-
cording to the Indian standard code. After the analysis, 
they concluded that the 1/3rd distance is the optimum 
position of one outrigger in the slender tall buildings. The 
1/3rd distance from the top and bottom are the optimum 
positions of two stories outrigger in the slender tall build-
ings. And also, the authors in [12] Studied the deflection 
control and frequency optimization of one, two, and three 
stories of truss outrigger system in 28, 42, and 57 storey 
buildings under lateral worst wind loads. All the models 
had the same layout (L-shape) and the column sizes 
had been changed through the stories. All models were 
analyzed using the STRAND-7 software. The results 
showed that the stiffness of the building decreased when 
the height increased for the same plan. The outrigger 
system is a good solution to increase the lateral stiffness 
of the buildings and chive the required capacity to resist 
the lateral loads.
This research focused on performing a comparison be-
tween different concrete outrigger structural systems to 
find the suitable concrete system which makes the de-
mand requirements close up or equal to the allowable 
requirements under actual strong earthquake by using 
advanced software program as the Midas-Gen program.

Modeling layout

3D 40-storey reference tall reinforced concrete mod-
el was considered with 9mx9m central core walls. The 
model is 45x45m with columns spaced at 9m from center 
to center. The storey height is 3.00m giving a total height 
of 120m and all the stories are typical. The beams, com-

posite columns, internal core walls, and outriggers are 
assumed as reinforced concrete members. The material 
properties and the section sizes are shown in table [1, 2].
Four groups of the models with various outrigger posi-
tions were analyzed using Midas-Gen software under 
the same loads.
I. The first group included four models with one storey

vierendeel outrigger system which was fixed in dif-
ferent positions through the height, which are 0.2H,
0.45H, 0.75H, and H. figure [1b]

II. The second group included four models with one
storey wall beam outrigger system which was fixed
in different positions through the height, which are
0.2H, 0.45H, 0.75H, and H. figure [1a]

III. The third group included three models with two sto-
ries vierendeel outrigger system which are

1. Model with outrigger system fixed at 0.2H and 0.45H.
2. Model with outrigger system fixed at 0.2H and 0.75H.
3. Model with outrigger system fixed at 0.45H and

0.75H.
IV. The last group included three models with two sto-

ries vierendeel outrigger system one of them was
fixed at the roof floor and the other varied in different
positions through the height which are 0.2H, 0.45H,
and 0.75H.

(a) (b)

(c)
Figure 1: (a) Plan of outrigger (wall beam system), (b) 

Plan of outrigger (vierendeel system), (c) Building 
 Elevation with central core portion
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Methodology

1. Create the mathematical model in the Midas-Gen
software program.

2. Assign the permanent and the El-Centro time history
earthquake load.

3. Performing the analysis.
4. Finding out the inferred parameters of the reference

model as roof storey drifts, storey drift ratio, and
base storey overturning moment

5. Analyze the models with various outrigger systems
and positions.

6. Finding out the inferred parameters of the models
with various outrigger positions as roof storey drifts,
storey drift ratio, and base storey overturning mo-
ment

7. Make a comparison between the reference model
parameters and the models with a different arrange-
ment of outrigger parameters by plotting all results
in graphs.

Composite column 1000×1000
Shear wall thickness 350
Flat slab thickness 250

Marginal beams 300×900

Outrigger di-
mensions

Vierendeel 
system

Beam 350×600
COL   350×600

Wall beams 
system 350×2700

Table 1: Sections size (mm) used for the numerical 
model

Property Concrete Mild steel Compos-
ite 

Modulus of 
elasticity, E 

(MPa)
23,503 200,000 200,000

Poison's ratio, 
ν 0.200 0.303 .303

Mass density 
(kg/m3) 2400 7860 7860

Strength (MPa) fc=35 fy=400 fpy=360
Strain εcu=0.003 εy=0.00207 εy=0.002

Table 2: The material section properties

Loading

The seismic building response was studied under time 
history 1940 El-Centro earthquake with 0.356g peak 
ground acceleration. And also the permanent loads 
which comprise the self-building weight and the live 
loads 2.5kN/m2 were assigned as a surface load at each 
storey level.

Midas-Gen analysis program

Midas-Gen is a limited component program able to per-
form a primary investigation of three-dimensional con-
crete, steel, composite, regular, and irregular structures. 
Midas-Gen likewise uses an assorted scope of forte lim-
ited component examination works just as present-day 
hypotheses of the underlying investigation deliver pre-
cise and common sense outcomes. [13]

Verification

Verification of the models is obtained through compar-
ing the results of experimental work with the results of 
the same model after analyzing it by (Midas-Gen) finite 
element software program to check the validity of the 
program for simulating the RC frames seismic behav-
ior correctly. The experimental work was performed as 
shown in [14]. To get the pushover curve of a 1/4 size RC 
frame model without an infill wall. The frame is 1200 mm 
in height, measured from the column base to the top of 
the beam, and the span length between center lines of 
the columns is 1260mm, figure [2a]. The frame is fixed on 
a steel base plate and the loading was started by using 
a servo-hydraulic actuator. They started the loading at a 
very slow rate to fade the material strain rate effects. The 
loading responses [the pushover capacity curve] were 
measured by LVDTs arrangements, as shown in figure 
[2b], [14]. A model with the same details, as shown in 
fig [2a] is drawn and assigned in the Midas-Gen pro-
gram. The model was tested under the nonlinear static 
pushover analysis method according to FEMA 356. The 
load combination was assigned automatically according 
to the Indian standard code [IS].  After the analysis, the 
pushover capacity curves experimentally and analyt-
ically were plotted in graph [2c] and texted in table [3] 
Which constitutes the incremental relationship between 
the base shear force and the displacement. The graph 
showed the difference between the pushover curve from 
the nonlinear finite element program (Midas-Gen) model 
and the pushover curve of the experimental model. The 
comparison between the values in table 3 and in graph 
[2c] showed that the two curves are so close and the max 
difference between them is in the range 10% approxi-
mately. This confirms that the Midas-Gen program is very 
accurate and possesses a high simulation of real results.

Base shear 
force [KN] 

Experimen-
tal displace-
ment [mm]

Analytical 
displace-

ment [mm]

�����
percentage 

[%]
0 0 0 0%
8 8.6 7.78 9.53%
16 10.4 9.59 7.79%
24 11.3 11.13 1.5%

Table 3: Comparison between pushover capacity curves 
experimentally and analytically
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n
mT = π
K

2 (1)
FK=
δ (2)

Table 4: The fundamental periods of the first mode shape

mode 1
Reference model 5.98 sec

One storey vier-
endeel outrigger 
system at differ-

ent positions

OUT @ 0.2H 5.82 sec
OUT @ 0.45H 5.71 sec
OUT @ 0.75H 5.833 sec

 OUT @  H 5.932 sec

mode 1
Reference model 5.98 sec

Two stories vier-
endeel outrigger 
system at differ-

ent positions

 OUT @ 0.2H and.45H 5.568
 OUT  @ 0.2H and.75H 5.675

OUT  @ 0.45H and .75H 5.583

mode 1
Reference model 5.98 sec

Two stories vier-
endeel outrigger 
system at differ-

ent positions

 OUT @ 0.2H and roof 5.774
 OUT  @ 0.45H and roof 5.672

 OUT  @ 0.75H and roof 5.806

mode 1
Reference model 5.98 sec

One storey wall 
beam outrigger 
system at differ-

ent positions

OUT @ 0.2H 5.62 sec
OUT @ 0.45H 5.42 sec
OUT @ 0.75H 5.69 sec

OUT @  H 5.91 sec

(a)
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(c)
Figure 2: [a] Experimental frame model reinforcement 

details. [b] Experimental frame pushover loading  
setup, [14]. [c] Comparison between push over capacity 

curves experimentally and analytically

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The results which are obtained from the analysis are 
compared and discussed as follows.

The building natural period

There is a relation connected between the building's nat-
ural period [Tn], the building mode shape, and the build-
ing stiffness [K].
The natural period is the time in seconds when the build-
ing, completing one cycle of vibration under El-Centro 
earthquake load. The mode shape is building deforma-
tion, which occurs through the natural period under the 
earthquake load. The building stiffness [K] is the defor-
mation building resistance that occurs under lateral loads. 
The natural period [Tn], building drift [δ], and the building 
stiffness [K] are related by.

According to equation [1], the building stiffness [K] is 
inversely proportional to The natural period [Tn], which 

means a decrease in the natural period is offset by an 
increase in the building stiffness. And according to the 
equation [2], the building stiffness is inversely proportion-
al to the building lateral drift [δ] which means an increase 
in building stiffness is offset by a decrease in the lateral 
building drift, [15].
After the analysis, the building under the El-Centro earth-
quake load had an infinite number of natural periods so 
that it had an infinite number of mode shapes. We consid-
ered that the first mode shape is the first building defor-
mation, which is occurring through the first natural period.
After the analysis, the results show that the natural pe-
riod of models with outrigger systems is lower than the 
natural period of the reference model in the first mode 
shape, as shown in table 4. So it means that the building 
stiffness, increasing when adding the outrigger system to 
the reference model which results in a decrease in lateral 
building drift.
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Figure 3: Variation of storey drifts between the  
reference model and different locations of [a] one-storey 

vierendeel outrigger structural system models [b] two 
stories outrigger vierendeel structural system models [c] 

two stories vierendeel outrigger structural system  
models with one of them fixed at the roof floor [d] 

one-storey wall beam outrigger structural  
system models

(d)

Roof storey drift

The allowable roof drift in the tall building is calculated 
as [H/500] where H is the total building height. In figure 
[3a], the reference actual roof storey drift is 688.85mm 
but the allowable roof drift is 240mm which makes the 
building filed under the assigned loads. When provid-
ing a one-storey vierendeel outrigger structural system 
at 0.2H, 0.45H, 0.75H, and H respectively the roof sto-
rey drift reduced to 605mm, 531.2mm, 602.5mm, and 
645mm. Figure [3b] shows the reduction in reference 
roof storey drift from 688.85 to  432, 513, and 437.3 
when providing two stories vierendeel outrigger structur-
al system at (0.2H & 0.45H), (0.2H&0.75H), and (0.75H 
& 0.45H).
Figure [3c] shows the reduction in reference roof storey      
drift from 688.85 to 559.2, 495.4, and 571 when providing 
two stories vierendeel outrigger structural system one of 
them fixed at the roof and the other at 0.2H, 0.45H, and 
0.75H. Figure [3d] shows the reduction in reference roof 
storey drift from 688.85mm to 478.75mm, 370.79mm, 
503.33mm, and 628.37mm when providing one-storey 
wall beam outrigger structural system at 0.2H, 0.45H, 
0.75H, and H respectively. The reduction in story drift 
after using various outrigger systems means increasing 
the building stiffness, which is an expected result of the 
decrease in the natural period, as shown in the previous 
text. As shown in figure 4, the max reduction occurred at 
0.45H for one storey outrigger system and 0.2H & 0.45H 
are the best positions for two stories outrigger system.

Storey drift ratio

The storey drift ratio is calculated by dividing the differ-
ence between double stories displacement by the storey 
height. Figure 4 shows that the storey drift ratio improved 
in all stories when comparing it with the reference model. 
We observed that the max enhancement occurred at the 
outrigger storey by percentages  20%, 29.2%, 22.58, and
26% when providing one-storey vierendeel outrigger 
structural system at 0.2H, 0.45H, 0.75H, and H respec-
tively, as shown in figure [4a]. Figure [4b] shows that 
the storey drift ratio improved by percentages 33.87%, 
33.8%, and 29.09% when providing two stories vie-
rendeel outrigger structural system at (0.45&0.75H), 
(0.45H&0.2H), and (0.2H&0.75H), and Figure [4c] shows 
that the storey drift ratio improved by percentages 32%, 
23%, and 20% when providing two stories vierendeel out-
rigger structural system one of them fixed at the roof and 
the other at 0.45H, 0.75H, and 0.2H. Figure [4d] shows 
that the storey drift ratio improved by percentages 44%, 
39.7%, 36%, and 35.2 when providing one-storey wall 
beam outrigger structural system at 0.2H,0.45H, 0.75H, 
and H respectively. The results show the storey drift ratio 
decreased near the outrigger storey when the outrigger 
location changed through the height. The max improve-
ment in one storey outrigger drift ratio when comparing it 
with the reference model storey drift ratio is at 0.45H. And 
the max improvement in the storey drift ratio when apply-

ing two outriggers, one of them must fix at 0.45H and the 
other between 0.75H and 0.2H. When the outrigger was 
fixed at the roof the other best position at 0.45H as well.
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Figure 4: Variation of the storey drift ratio between the 

reference model and different locations of [a] one storey 
vierendeel outrigger structural system [b] two stories 
vierendeel outrigger structural system [c] two stories 

vierendeel outrigger structural system with one fixed at 
the roof floor. [d] one-storey wall beam outrigger  

structural system
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Figure 5: Variation of base storey overturning moment 
between the reference model and different locations of 
[a] one-storey vierendeel outrigger structural system
[b] two stories vierendeel outrigger structural system
[c] two stories vierendeel outrigger with one of them

fixed at the roof floor [d] one-storey wall beam outrigger 
structural system

The overturning moment at the base storey

The base storey overturning moment because of the El-Cen-
tro earthquake is an overall improvement when the outrigger 
is added to the model. Because the outrigger helps to reduce 
the core moment and involving perimeter column axial forces 
that are helping to resist overturning from the lateral load. 
The outrigger system is helping to reduce mat shear demand, 

flexural demand, and net uplift conditions by spreading loads 
from overturning across the tower footprint.
All the base stories overturning moment were texted in table 5 
and plotted in figure 5. Figure [5a] and table [5] show that the 
base storey overturning moment reduced by percentages 9.79%, 
17.39%, 7.21%, and 1.4% when providing one-storey vierendeel 
outrigger structural system at 0.2H, 0.45H, 0.75H, and H respec-
tively. In Figure [5b] and table [5], the base storey overturning 
moment reduced by percentages 31.29%, 20.52%, and 27.61% 
when providing two stories vierendeel outrigger structural sys-
tem at (0.2H & 0.45H), (0.2H&0.75H), and (0.75H &0. 45H). In 
Figure [5c] and table [5], the base storey overturning moment 
reduced by percentages 12.66%, 20.92%, and 7.65% when pro-
viding two stories vierendeel outrigger structural system, one of 
them fixed at the roof and the other at 0.2H, 0.45H, and 0.75H. 
In Figure [5d] and table [5], the base storey overturning moment 
reduced by percentages 27.76%, 31.51%, 18.16%, and 2.16% 
when providing a one-storey wall beam outrigger structural sys-
tem at 0.2H, 0.45H, 0.75H, and H respectively.
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Positions of single vierendeel outrigger system

Mom [KN]
ref 0.2H 0.45H 0.75H roof

2186920 1972860 1806580 2029150 2156400
The positions of two stories vierendeel outrigger system

Mom [KN]
ref 0.2H & 0.45H 0.2H & 0.75H 0.45H & 0.75H

2186920 1502680 1738060 1583030
The positions of two stories vierendeel outrigger system

Mom [KN]
ref 0.2H & roof 0.45H & roof 0.75H & roof

2186920 1909950 1729390 2019600
Positions of single wall beam outrigger system

Mom [KN]
ref 0.2H 0.45H 0.75H roof

2186920 1579810 1497770 1789670 2139560

Table 5: Comparison between base storey overturning moment in [KN] for different positions of vierendeel and wall 
beam outrigger structural systems in one and two stories

CONCLUSIONS

1. This research studied the adequacy of the outrig-
ger system to increase building strength through
earthquakes. So that, the outrigger was added to
the 40-storey building as a vierendeel structural sys-
tem and also as a wall beam structural system. The
position of the outrigger differed through the height
and was applied in one-storey and two stories. The
seismic response was studied under the El-Centro
earthquake and the comparison between the models
depended on many parameters as the roof storey
drift, the storey drift ratio, and the base storey over-
turning moment. After the analysis, the conclusions
could be drawn depending on the above outcomes:

2. The best situation of one-storey outrigger at 0.45H
because it is observed that, the roof storey drift
reduced by 22.8%, and 46.2% when the outrigger
was added to the reference model as a vierendeel
structural system and a wall beam structural system,
respectively. The storey drift ratio improved by per-
centages 29.2% and 39.72% for models with a vier-
endeel structural system and a wall beam structural
system, respectively. Improvement in the base sto-
rey overturning moment resulting up to 17.39% and
31.51% reduction at the moment by using outrigger
as a vierendeel structural system and wall beam
structural system, respectively.

3. The best situation of two stories outrigger at
(0.2H&0.45H) because it is observed an improvement
in a roof storey drift, storey drift ratio, and the base
storey overturning moment resulting up to 37.3%,
33.8%, and 31.29% reduction respectively, compared
with the model without the outrigger system.

1. The wall beam outrigger system is better than two
stories vierendeel outrigger system and makes the
building demand results close up from the allowable
value requirements.

2. Increasing the number of outrigger stories, and their
dimensions also helping to get closer to the allow-
able value requirements.

3. Overall, the outrigger is an efficient approach to ex-
pand the stiffness and the strength of the tall struc-
ture under quake loads.
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